
 2.3: Testing Equality of Means Using Matched Pairs (Lecture 4-5) 
● Used to compare 2 populations which are paired in some way  

● Numerical data (quantitative)  

● Matched pairs (dependent samples)  

● Descriptive measurement: central location 

● Steps: 

○ 1. 

■ H0: μPOST = μPRE OR μD = 0  

■ H1: μPOST  μPRE OR μD 0=/ =/   

● or  

■ H1: μPOST < μPRE OR μD < 0  

■ H1: μPOST > μPRE OR μD > 0  

○ 2. 

■ ~t = s /d √nD
X −μˉ D D t(n−1)  

■ Assuming that H0 is true: ~ , where t = X̄D
s /d √nD

t(n−1)  sD = √s s2
PRE + s2

POST − 2 PP  

● “Individual samples” in EViews 

■ Note that the numerator is the same as that for testing the equality of means 

 without matched pairs, but the denominator iss  ( D = √s )2
PRE + s2

POST  

different! 

○ 4. 

■ Critical value: t > t(α,n-1)  

■ p-value: Pr < 0.05t )( (n−1) > X̄D
s /D √n   

● (EViews: p-value needs to be divided by 2!)  

● Why is matched pairs better than independent samples?  

○ Providing sPP > 0, the variance of (  will be smaller in the matched pairs)X̄POST − X̄PRE  

case, increasing the probability of rejecting a false H0.  
○ If the pre- and post-tests are taken by different people, the samples are independent 

and 𝜎 PP = 0. When the tests are taken by the same people, the scores are likely to be 

correlated, and 𝜎 PP ≠ 0.  

○ The pre- and post-scores will depend on other factors such as intelligence and ability. A 

non-zero covariance occurs because, for example, someone with high ability is likely to 

get higher scores before and after the training. And the converse is true.  

○ The variable D = XPOST - XPRE subtracts out the effect of other factors and eliminates the 

variation attributable to these other factors.  

● E.g. 

○ Do people have bigger right hands than left hands? 



○ Do students on average get higher grades in QM2 than QM1?  

 


